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Introduction

God is the author of Scripture (2 Tim 3:16; 2 Pet 1:20-21) which can only be understood in faith 

(1 Cor 2:14; Prov 1:7).

We do not question the obvious meaning of Scripture but submit to it.

The Historicity of Genesis 1 and 2

Indications that these chapters intend to convey historical events:

��Genesis is a literary unit composed of sections introduced by “these are the generations of” 

 “the heavens and the earth” 2:4-4:26

 “Adam” 5:1-6:8

 “Noah” 6:9-9:29

 “the sons of Noah” 10:1-11:9

 “Shem” 11:10-26

 “Terah” 11:27-25:11

 “Ishmael” 25:12-18

 “Isaac” 25:19-35:29

 “Esau” 36:1-37:1

 “Jacob” 37:2-50:26

��Style is normal Hebrew narrative style

��The purpose of chapter 2 and the creation of plants and animals

���Real place names

Challenges to the Historicity of Genesis 1 and 2

The Framework Hypothesis of Lee Irons and Meredith Kline

Genesis 1 is a figurative framework only with non sequential order. Lee Irons and Meredith 

Kline have the following understanding:

 Creation Kingdoms                              Creature Kings

 Day 1 Light                                          Day 4    Luminaries

 Day 2 Sky                                             Day 5    Sea creatures

  Seas                                                          Winged creatures

 Day 3 Dry land                                      Day 6    Land animals

  Vegetation                                                Man

                        The Creator King

                         Day 7    Sabbath



Arguments for the framework hypothesis

��the literary structure as noted above

��God’s use of ordinary providence in Genesis 2:5-6 which indicates long period of time

��days of Genesis are heavenly days and not earthly ones.

Critique of this hypothesis

��historical sequence as given in Genesis 1 is unjustly denied

��objections against supposed parallels in the framework structure

��Genesis 2:4

��heavenly time in sync with earthly time

��exegetical problems

Analogical Days view of C. John Collins

��The days of Genesis are of “unspecified relation to time as we experience it.” 

��Genesis 1:1-2 is not part of the six day creation

��The seventh day never ended

��some of his arguments are identical to the framework hypothesis

In response: his thesis is very confusing and not convincing.

The Mystery and the Gospel of Creation

��What does it mean that God accommodated to our understanding in giving us Genesis 1?

��The gospel in the account of creation. Compare John 1:1-3; Ps 33:6; Col 1:16-17.

��The past and ongoing work of our Saviour.

��The new creation
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